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台灣清華大學訪問學人。著編有：《香港文學大系 1919-1949》( 總主編 )、《抒情
之現代性：「抒情傳統」論述與中國文學研究》（合編）、《抒情中國論》、《情
迷家國》、《結構中國文學傳統》、《明代復古派唐詩論研究》、《文學史書寫形
態與文化政治》、《中國文學史的省思》( 編 )、《文學香港與李碧華》( 編 )、《感




山大學學報》社科版 2015 年第 1 期），《周氏兄弟的「時差」—— 白樺派與廚川












Langage au silence: L’évolution de la critique littéraire au XXème siècle (L’Harmattan, 
2011)，編校《戰火下的詩情——抗日戰爭時期戴望舒在港的文學翻譯》（商務印書





















愛》（2009）。英文專著：Zhuangzi and Modern Chinese Literature ( 即將出版 )，Revolution 
Plus Love: Literary History, Women’s Bodies, and Thematic Repetition in Twentieth-Century Chinese 
Fiction (2003)，The Jin Yong Phenomenon: Chinese Martial Arts Fiction and Modern Chinese 
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1940 年代末與 1950 年初就讀嶺南大學國文系，師從容庚、陳寅恪、王力等嶺大教
授。
Daniel DOOGHAN is Assistant Professor of World Literature at the University of Tampa, where he 
teaches courses on Chinese literature, literary history, and literary theory. His research focuses on 
translation and cultural exchange, across both national and temporal borders. Much of his research 
thus far has dealt with the appropriation of Chinese literature by discourses of world literature, with 
an emphasis on interrogating Lu Xun’s role as a signifier of Chinese literary modernity. This work on 
Lu Xun continues in his ongoing examination of Lu Xun’s appropriation and redeployment of 
classical Chinese literature, particularly in the last fiction collection, Gushi xinbian. Dooghan’s new 
project investigates the representations of India in Chinese travel narratives, as well as the translation 
and assimilation of Indian legends reported in those narratives. Recently he published an essay on the 
limits of teleology in the Zhuangzi.
César GUARDE-PAZ holds a Ph.D. in Chinese Philosophy from the University of Barcelona, with a 
thesis entitled “Virtue and Consequence in pre-Han and Han Historical and Philosophical 
Literature: The Ethical Dilemma in Chinese Thought” (in Spanish). He is a lecturer at the College of 
Foreign Languages, Nankai University, Tianjin. He was awarded a government scholarship in 2012 to 
continue his studies at Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou. His research interests include Early 
Confucianism, Late Qing and Early Republican Chinese Literature and Chinese Linguistics, but also 
Western Philosophy, especially the Prussian philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche and the sources of his 
thought. He has also conducted extensive research on the identification of Dunhuang and Turfan 
manuscripts from the Pelliot, Stein and BBAW collections. He is currently conducting research on 
Lin Shu’s unidentified translations, Lin Shu’s thought and his relevance for the introduction of 
Western knowledge during the May Fourth Movement.
